Houghton Mifflin Spelling and Vocabulary
Grade 6: Unit 15

Directions: Complete the crossword by filling in a word that fits each clue.

Across
1. not biased
4. against the law
6. not finished or whole
7. From your grin, I ___ that you are pleased.
8. flawed
9. happening right away
10. separate
15. not able to be cured
16. inappropriate
17. casual
22. Can you play a musical ___?
23. stationary
24. opposite of typical
25. You do it to the first line of a paragraph.
26. Delete ___ information from your report.

Down
2. An artist will ___ the story.
3. Due to the detour, I took an ___ route.
5. rude
6. unreadable
7. Some medicines help cure an ___.
8. unreasonable
11. opposite of guilty
12. The cake was too ___ to turn down.
13. unwilling to wait
14. Good manners ___ people favorably.
16. famous
18. add
19. submerge
20. ask
21. to make better